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Designed for safer living® is a program endorsed
by Canada’s insurers to promote disaster-resilient homes.

About the Institute
for Catastrophic Loss Reduction

The Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction (ICLR), established in 1997,
is a world-class centre for multidisciplinary disaster prevention research
and communication. ICLR is an independent, not-for-profit research
institute founded by the insurance industry and affiliated with Western
University, London, Ontario.
The Institute’s mission is to reduce the loss of life and property caused by
severe weather and earthquakes through the identification and support
of sustained actions that improve society’s capacity to adapt to,
anticipate, mitigate, withstand and recover from natural disasters.
ICLR’s mandate is to confront the alarming increase in disaster losses
caused by natural disasters and to work to reduce disaster deaths,
injuries and property damage. Disaster damage has been doubling every
five to seven years since the 1960s, an alarming trend. The greatest
tragedy is that many disaster losses are preventable. ICLR is committed
to the development and communication of disaster prevention
knowledge. For the individual homeowner, this translates into the
identification of natural hazards that threaten them and their home.
The Institute further informs individual homeowners about steps that
can be taken to better protect their family and their homes.

Waiver
The tips and information contained in this booklet are only general guidelines and are to be used as
information only. This booklet is not designed or intended to replace advice from professionals or supersede
recommendations from product manufacturers and/or installers. Since each situation is different, contact a
professional if you have questions about specific issues. Contact your municipal government to determine
what is and isn’t allowed in your jurisdiction. ICLR recommends that measures taken to address the concerns
outlined in this booklet be handled by professionally licensed and insured experts and that building permit
and inspection requirements be followed. Specific products mentioned or pictured in this publication do not
constitute an endorsement of same by ICLR.
ICLR accepts no responsibility of liability for:
• Any loss or damage that any person may sustain as a result of the information in, or anything done or
omitted in reliance on, this pamphlet; and
• Any personal injury or bodily injury, including death, and any loss or damage caused to insured or
uninsured structures and /or property as a result of actions outlined in this document.

Focus on emergency generators

As power outages become more commonplace in some areas, and as
society’s reliance on electricity increases, homeowners often consider the
purchase of an emergency generator for the temporary provision of
electricity during a power outage.
Emergency generators not only serve to protect life and provide comfort
during prolonged service interruptions but can also work to mitigate
property damage by preventing the freezing and bursting of pipes in
winter and keeping sump pump systems operational when the power is
out, to name but two examples.
Provinces and territories ranked by number of
reported outages
2017

2016

2015

Ontario – 177

Ontario – 162

Ontario – 135

British Columba – 83

British Columba – 83

British Columba – 56

Saskatchewan – 34

Manitoba – 43

Manitoba – 33

Alberta – 31

Nova Scotia – 37

Nova Scotia – 32

Quebec – 20 (tie)

Saskatchewan – 24

Saskatchewan – 23

Manitoba – 20 (tie)

Quebec – 20

Alberta – 14

Nova Scotia – 12

Alberta – 19

Nfld & Labrador – 13

Nfld & Labrador – 10

Nfld & Labrador – 11

New Brunswick – 12

New Brunswick – 6

PEI – 10

Quebec – 10

PEI – 4

New Brunswick – 9

Yukon – 7

Yukon – 2

Northwest
Territories – 2

PEI – 5

Yukon – 1
Source: Ontario suffered more blackouts than any other province in 2017: Eaton
(www.itworldcanada.com – March 23, 2018)
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Power outages in British Columbia
“ According to BC Hydro, the number of outages from storms is up a whopping
265 per cent over a five-year period. In 2013, just over 300,000 hydro customers
dealt with a power outage. In 2017, 1.8 million were affected. It’s the same story
when looking at the number of incidents. In 2013, BC Hydro responded to 		
52 ‘extreme weather events,’ which can include storms and wildfires that damage
electricity infrastructure. In 2017, there were 148 weather events that left people
without power.”
(These B.C. Islanders just survived the most violent storm to hit the province in 20 years.
Here’s what they want you to know, The Toronto Star – December 28, 2018)

Unfortunately, homeowners often rush out and purchase a generator
when a power outage is thought to be imminent (such as just prior to
a forecast hurricane or winter storm) or even as a natural disaster has
already begun to unfold. In these cases, people will often purchase
whatever is available at the time, with no consideration as to whether
the generator will suit their needs, whether they will be able to provide
enough fuel to keep it running over the duration of the outage, or
whether they will even be able to operate the device safely – if at all.

Adobe Stock

This booklet will explain what residential emergency backup generators
are, what they do, and outline those things that should be considered
when purchasing a unit. The booklet will also provide advice on what
to consider when having an emergency generator installed, and offer
tips on how to run an emergency backup generator safety.

Typical gasoline powered portable generator with four power outlets.
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What is an emergency
residential generator?
A residential generator is a device that can provide emergency
electrical power, either to an entire property or to just a few key
circuits/appliances, in the event that the main power supply has been
interrupted for any reason. Units that use gasoline, diesel, propane or
natural gas can be purchased. Rechargeable battery operated units are
also becoming more common.
While emergency power systems are capable of providing electricity to
run even very large commercial operations, for the purposes of this
booklet, only the type that are suitable for single-family homes and
small businesses will be considered.
Generators are sold by power output measured in watts, with higher
wattages translating into more output power. Consumer Reports notes
that “The amount of power they deliver determines how many lights
and appliances you can run at once; the quality and consistency of that
power determines how well they’ll run.”While Consumer Reports
advises that about 5,000 watts will “cover the basics,” one person’s
“basics” may not be another’s (highlighting one of the problems with
buying a generator on the fly, with little or no research being done prior
to the purchase).
Thus, it is important that the homeowner conducts the proper research
prior to the purchase, and goes to a reputable supplier who has
expertise and can answer questions and provide proper advice.
Emergency residential generators come in different types and sizes,
and may even use different fuels. Units may be installed as permanent
fixtures on properties (these are often called ‘standby’ generators,
are usually larger than other generators, often use natural gas or
propane, and are often set up so they start automatically when an
outage occurs). Generators may also be portable (these are usually
fueled by gasoline but may also use propane or diesel fuel). Inverter
generators, which also often use gasoline, propane or diesel, are
technologically more complex than basic backup generators, but –
from a safety standpoint – should essentially be treated like a portable
backup generator.
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Courtesy of First Power Generators, Newmarket, Ontario

Says Dwayne Fudge, owner of Newmarket, Ontario-based First Power
Generators: “Portable generators last only about seven to ten years
due to infrequent use, irregular maintenance, simple design and
generator undersizing (they have to work much harder). Fully
automatic natural gas standby generators are designed to last much
longer and work harder. Statistics gathered by one major generator
manufacturer indicate that half of portable generator owners
eventually buy a fully automatic natural gas standby generator due to
convenience, endless supply of fuel (natural gas), not having to be at
home to operate the portable and ability to use everything in the
house. Fully automatic generators are the best emergency
preparedness tool that you can have.”

Typical natural gas powered stationary standby generator.
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Key features to consider
Consumer Reports provides a list of key features that should be considered when purchasing
an emergency generator. These include:
Automatic start
As is implied, this feature ensures that the generator will turn on immediately upon
disruption of power, without the homeowner needing to do anything. This feature is
common with permanently installed standby generators (many of which use natural gas).
Electric start
Many portable generators are offered with push-button starts, eliminating the need for pull
starts that may require several tries before the unit will run. This feature may add modestly
to the price of the unit.
Alternative fuel capacity
Most portable generators use gasoline or diesel, though some may use propane or
natural gas. Some units can be converted with a kit.
Fuel gauge
Some generators have a fuel gauge, providing a reading of how much fuel is in the tank at
any given time. This feature may be particularly welcome during prolonged power outages.
Low-oil shutoff
This feature will turn the unit off if the oil level falls below a minimum amount. This feature
is common on stationary units, but is becoming more common on portable generators.
Multiple outlets
Four or more power outlets allows the user to spread the wattage of the unit by spreading
the load, though Consumer Reports recommends using these only when absolutely needed.
Removable console
Removable consoles connect to the generator so the user can plug in appliances without
running (potentially risky) extension cords outdoors.
Source: Consumer Reports
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Choosing the right unit

According to Consumer Reports, the first step in choosing the right
generator for one’s needs “is to find the power-outage scenario that
best matches your own” from three scenarios: 1) Frequent outages;
2) Occasional outages; or 3) Rare outages.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Type of system

Home standby (up to 20,000 watts)
• Permanently installed beside home
• Automatic ‘on’ feature in event of power
failure
• Can power entire home
• Fueled by natural gas or propane (no need
to store fuel)
• More expensive than other systems
• Costlier to install
• Require regular maintenance
• Immoveable in the event of a flood etc.
Large inverter (up to 7,500 watts)
• Powerful enough to run most essential
appliances etc.
• Can be wired into service panel to run
sumps etc.
• Automatically increases/decreases RPM in
response to load
• Quiet, steady and fuel efficient
• Costlier than equivalent portable units
• Use gasoline (must store excess fuel)
• Larger units can be difficult to move
• Should not be operated in the rain or snow
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Number of power outages
Frequent

Occasional

Rare

Type of system

Number of power outages
Frequent

Occasional

Midsize inverter (up to 3,500 watts)
• Lightweight
• Quiet
• Fuel efficient (when compared to equivalent
portables)
• Automatically increases/decreases RPM in
response to load
• Can power only a limited number of
appliances and lights
• Normally powers only 110V items with
three-prong plug
• 220V upgrade kits are expensive
Recreational inverter (up to 2,000 watts)
• Lightest type of inverter, easiest to
store/move
• Very quiet
• No installation costs
• Automatically increases/decreases RPM in
response to load
• Units can be ‘paired’ to increase power
output
• Can power only a limited number of
appliances and lights
• Can’t be connected to a service panel
• Only powers items with three-prong plug
• Most expensive, cost the same as a portable
which does more
Table created by ICLR based on information compiled from
https://www.consumerreports.org/generators/how-to-choose-the-right-size-generator/#standby
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Rare

Another approach suggested by both Consumer Reports and Popular
Mechanics is to have the homeowner add up the wattage of everything
they would like to run should an outage occur. Consumer Reports
cautions that some motor-driven appliances, such as fridges, sump
pumps and air conditioners, draw more wattage – three to five times
more – when they are first cycling on (aka. ‘starting’ or ‘surge’
wattages) and these surges need to be included in total wattage
calculations. Says Popular Mechanics: “Every generator has two
wattage ratings: running wattage and surge wattage. Generators are
rated for surge wattage because they should have some excess
capacity in case the load you need is temporarily larger than what
you’ve calculated.”
It continues: “When you buy a generator, choose the size based on the
running wattage and its surge wattage should automatically fall into
line with what you need. If you’re worried about needing more surge
wattage, buy a larger generator.”
Experts caution that average power loads being carried by a generator
should never exceed 40 to 50 per cent of the rating of the generator.
Says generator expert Dwayne Fudge “Just because a generator can
produce 16kW doesn’t mean you can constantly use 16kW. You should
only use 6-8kW on average maximum. If you use the generator hard,
that would be like driving your car on the highway at 250 km/h all the
time. You will burn out the engine. It is very costly to undersize your
generator. Don’t be fooled into a lower priced, smaller unit. It can be
very expensive in the long run.”
Calculating total wattage needs (including the surges noted above) can
be complicated, so it is best to consult a licenced electrician and/or a
generator expert when attempting to determine the total wattage
desired by a homeowner for a given property.
Some generator manufacturers have free wattage calculators on their
websites.
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Installation considerations

Both Consumer Reports and Popular Mechanics strongly advise that
generators be connected to a home’s electrical panel via a transfer
switch (described by Popular Mechanics as a combination switch and
electrical subpanel) which connects the generator to the panel via a
single line.
According to Popular Mechanics a transfer switch is “…a specialized
circuit-breaker panel that is wired into the house’s regular circuit panel.
It isolates circuits to be powered, while blocking generated current from
flowing into the grid outside the house.”
According to Consumer Reports skipping the installation of a transfer
switch “could endanger utility workers, cause appliances to fry, and
damage the generator itself.”
Popular Mechanics notes that “Transfer switches come in various sizes
to match common-size generators. The two most popular residential
transfer switches are the six-circuit switch, which is designed for use
with a 5000-watt generator, and the 10-circuit switch, which can
accommodate a 7500-watt generator.”
It is recommended that installation of the switch be done by a licensed
and insured electrician and that all mandated permits are issued by the
proper local authorities and that inspections be completed, if required.
For permanent standby generators, the switch will turn on
automatically upon disruption of power. For portable units, the switch
will have to be thrown manually by the homeowner. The opposite is
also true, as the switch will automatically turn off in the case of
permanent units, but would have to be turned off manually in the case
of portable units.
According to Consumer Reports: “Most transfer switches are designed
for a 220-volt input, which means you’re looking at a generator of
5,000 watts or more …Want to save money? Install an interlock device
instead, which costs …less than a transfer switch and can be installed
in less time by an electrician. This covers your service panel’s main
cutoff switch – so when the power pops back on, you can’t accidentally
put the generator on. Because that would be a bad thing.”
See page 14 for more information.
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Staying safe

Improper installation, setup and/or use of a generator can result in a
host of problems including physical harm (injury or death, including by
burns, electrocution and/or carbon monoxide poisoning) and property
damage (including by fire, explosion, power surge or fuel spill).
Here are several tips regarding the installation, setup and/or use of
residential emergency generators:
Become familiar with building code(s), and local bylaws
and/or permitting requirements

Courtesy of First Power Generators, Newmarket, Ontario

Before purchasing a portable generator or having a permanent standby
system installed, check with your local government to determine if
there are any building code(s), bylaw(s) and/or permitting requirements
governing the installation and/or use of such devices. Keep in mind that
bylaw requirements could include noise, siting, and emission/pollution
considerations. A professionally licensed and insured installer may be
knowledgeable about the legal requirements that exist in a given area,
and may handle or assist with the acquisition of required permits.
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Never run a fossil-fueled unit indoors or in an enclosed
space
Each year, many people are killed by carbon monoxide poisoning as a
result of running a fossil fuel-powered generator either inside or in an
enclosed place, like a garage, carport or enclosed porch (only
battery-powered units can be safely operated indoors). Depending on
the unit, people can be killed in fewer than five minutes when
operating a fossil fuel-powered generator indoors. In addition to not
operating a fossil fuel-powered generator indoors, the unit should be
placed at least three metres (about 20 feet) from the house and away
from doors, windows or intake vents. Both Consumer Reports and
Popular Mechanics also suggest that homes have working battery
operated smoke and carbon monoxide detectors and that these units
be placed as recommended by local law/bylaw, fire agencies and/or
manufacturers.
Don’t run a portable unit in the rain
Rain can prevent a portable generator from working properly and may
cause it to not work at all. Consumer Reports notes that small tents
made specifically for portable generators can be purchased. These
tents allow the units to vent properly while providing protection from
the elements.
Before refueling, turn off the unit and let it cool
Gasoline spilled on a hot engine can cause a fire. Allow the unit to cool
before refilling, particularly if it has been running for a long period.
Have extra fuel on hand but store it properly
In the event that the generator uses gasoline or diesel and will be used
for long periods, it will be necessary to have extra fuel on hand
(particularly if the power outage is widespread and local gas stations do
not have emergency power of their own and/or if demand is high and
supplies are tight, like in the run-up to forecast storm). It is important to
note that improperly stored fuel (gasoline in particular) can, itself, be a
hazard. Be sure to store fuel only in approved containers and in cool,
well ventilated places.
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Gasoline should not be kept in an unused unit for long as old fuel may
gum up the engine, making it difficult to start when it is needed.
Gasoline should not be stored in containers for long periods either
(for the same reason) and containers should always be sealed tightly.
It can be a challenge to determine how old gasoline is, as it may have
been fresh when it was purchased, or it may have been at the station
for some time. One indicator that gas is old is if it has turned dark
(it may also have a sour smell). A good rule of thumb is to replace
gasoline every two or three months. When putting the generator away,
extra gas can be burned off by running the machine until dry. Another
option to replacing gasoline is to add fuel stabilizer, ideally before the
generator is placed back into storage or when extra gas is being stored.
Watch for electrical hazards
If the generator is not connected directly to a home’s electric panel via a
transfer switch, Consumer Reports advises that appliances be plugged
directly into outlets on the generator. If extension cords have to be
used, they should be heavy-duty rated for outdoor use and should be
rated in watts or amps “at least equal to the sum of the connected
appliance loads.” Cords should always be inspected prior to use, to
ensure that there are no cuts or bare wires, and that they have all
three prongs (with the third being the ground, to protect against
electric shock).
Follow all instructions in the unit’s user’s manual, paying close attention
to whether the generator needs to be grounded and how best this is
done. Again, it is best to hire a licensed and insured electrician who
obtains required local permits and adheres to any required inspection
and sign-off by local authorities.
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Consider installation of a transfer switch
These devices connect the generator to the home’s circuit panel,
allowing one to power appliances without the use of extension cords.
There are less expensive alternatives to transfer switches called interlock
devices. Please see the sidebar on page 14 for details.
Do not ‘backfeed’ your house
According to both Consumer Reports and Popular Mechanics,
homeowners should not plug the generator directly into a power outlet
in the house. Known as ‘backfeeding’, “This reckless and dangerous
practice presents an electrocution risk to utility workers and neighbors
served by the same utility transformer. It also bypasses some of the
built-in household circuit protection devices, so you could end up frying
some of your electronics or starting an electrical fire.”
Don’t forget routine maintenance
Routine maintenance (oil changes, load testing the battery, updating
the firmware of the generator controller and reviewing the passwordprotected running data) is very important for long life and making sure
the unit works when it is needed most. All too often, generators are
treated like lawnmowers, but they are not the same.

Thank you to Dwayne Fudge, owner of First Power Generators, Newmarket, ON
for kindly serving as a subject matter expert for this booklet.
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Transfer switches and interlock devices
It is far safer to operate a generator when a transfer switch has been installed, allowing the
homeowner to connect the generator directly to the home’s electric service panel rather
than use potentially dangerous extension cords (it is important to note that not all units can
be connected directly to service panels, like recreational inverters).
Not only is it safer to use a transfer switch, it gives the homeowner wider latitude as to
the type of devices that can be powered by the unit (like furnaces, sump pumps and hot
water tanks).
There are other benefits to using transfer switches. The devices can prevent: appliances from
being “fried” during power surges; utility workers from being injured; and damage to the
generator itself. Plus, because transfer switches will flip generators off when service is
restored, the homeowner will know when the outage is over.
Transfer switches also make generators much easier to use, as the homeowner only has to
plug the generator into a single outlet leading to the home’s service panel.
Transfer switches, which are needed only for portable generators (permanently installed
standby generators have their own built-in switches that automatically turn the unit on
when a service disruption occurs and off when service is restored) are small devices that look
like circuit breakers. According to Consumer Reports, they are usually installed close to the
breaker panel.
An alternative to transfer switches are interlock devices.
These devices are each designed for a specific model of service panel. Like transfer switches,
they also allow for the direct connection of a portable generator to a home’s panel, also
eliminating the hazards associated with the use of extension cords.
They are also considerably less expensive than transfer switches. Both, however, should be
installed by a licensed and insured electrician who obtains required local permits and adheres
to any required inspection and sign-off by local authorities.
As noted by Consumer Reports “When in place, the interlock covers your service panel’s
main cutoff switch, so you can’t switch it on while the generator is running. Once utility
power is back, you slide the interlock back to its usual position. Thus, power flows in only
one direction. This option is more manual than using a transfer switch, but that’s the price
you pay to save hundreds on buying and installing a transfer switch.”
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Glossary

Alternating Current (AC): An electric current that reverses its direction many
times a second at regular intervals. AC is the form in which electric power is
delivered to end-users, and it is the form of electrical energy that consumers
typically use when they plug appliances into a wall socket.
Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS): A device which automatically turns the
generator on when a power disruption is detected, and turns the generator off
when the main power supply is restored. See page 14.
Backfeed: Backfeeding occurs when electrical power flows in the opposite
direction from its usual flow. With regards to emergency generators,
backfeeding can occur if a generator is directly plugged into a home’s power
supply. This very dangerous practice can cause the loss of electric appliances etc
due to power surge, and may lead to physical harm to utility workers working
on the power grid.
Backup generator: A backup generator is a device that can provide
emergency electrical power, either to an entire property or to just a few key
circuits/appliances, in the event that the main power supply has been interrupted
for any reason. These devices can be operated using a number of fuels, including
gasoline, diesel, propane or natural gas. Rechargeable battery operated units are
also becoming more common.
Building code: A building code is a set of rules that specify (usually the lowest
acceptable) standards for certain structures. The main purpose of building codes
is to promote life safety as it relates to the construction and occupancy of
buildings. The building code becomes law of a particular jurisdiction when
formally enacted by the appropriate governmental or private authority.
Bylaw: A regulation made by a local authority.
Carbon monoxide (CO): A colourless, odourless, lethally poisonous gas that is
produced due to incomplete combustion of fossil fuels (coal, natural gas,
petroleum), biomass, and carbon containing products (such as wood). Carbon
monoxide is an asphyxiant (particularly in enclosed spaces) as it drastically
depletes the blood’s ability to carry oxygen.
Direct Current (DC): An electric current flowing in one direction only.
Electric start: A feature which allows a device to be turned on by use of a
simple button or switch.
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Extension cord: A length of flexible electrical power cable with a plug on one
end and one or more sockets on the other end. Normally used to connect an
electric device to a power supply when the device is located a distance from the
power input.
Fuel stabilizer: A fuel additive that keeps fuel fresh for quick easy starts after
storage. It removes water to prevent corrosion and cleanses carburetors and
fuel injectors.
Generator outlet: The device(s) on a generator into which electrical appliances
are plugged, either directly or via an extension cord.
Ground: The ground is an electrical conductor that is placed in the ground or
earth to protect users from electrical shocks and to provide return path for
electrical current.
Interlock device: In relation to emergency generators, these devices prevent
both the main power and generator power from providing power to a circuit(s)
simultaneously. Without this safeguard, both power sources running at once
could cause an overload condition, or generator power back-feed onto the main
could cause dangerous voltage to reach a lineman repairing the main feed far
outside the building (see ‘Backfeed’).
Inverter generator: Inverter generators produce AC current like most
conventional generators, but the current is then converted to DC voltage, and
then “inverted” back to clean AC voltage. The advantage to this inversion is that
it maintains a constant flow of current to the connected circuit(s).
Manual start: A device with a manual start requires the user to exert physical
effort in order to start the unit. In the case of a portable generator with a
manual start, a cord may have to be pulled (in the same way as a lawn mower
with a manual start). The opposite of electric or automatic start. See page 14.
Manual transfer switch: This is a transfer switch that is manually operated,
usually by actuating a spring-loaded lever. See page 14.
Portable generator: An independent source of electrical power that can easily
be moved from storage to where it is needed or from site to site with minimal
effort. Unlike standby generators, which are usually permanently installed close
to a structure.
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Power outage: Also known as a blackout, power cut or power failure, 		
a short-term or a long-term loss of electric power to a particular area. 		
Power outages can occur for a number of reasons.
Power output: See ‘Wattage’.
Running watts: Also known as ‘running current’, it is the amount of power
(in watts) needed to keep a motorized appliance running once is has been
started from idle. The amount of watts needed to run a motorized appliance is
lower than the wattage needed to start the appliance from idle.
Service interruption: See ‘Power outage’.
Service panel: Also known as an electrical panel, circuit breaker/panel or fuse
box/panel, the service panel is the place where utility wires come in from the
street (or underground) and connect with a home’s electric system.
Standby generator: A normally permanent back-up electrical system that
commonly operates automatically in the event of a power failure. Within
seconds of a power outage an automatic transfer switch senses the power loss,
signalling the generator to start. The opposite occurs when power is restored,
as the automatic transfer switch transfers the electrical load back to the utility
and signals the standby generator to shut off. Most standby units use diesel,
natural gas or liquid propane.
Starting watts: Also known as ‘surge wattage’, it is the amount of power (in
watts) needed to start a motorized appliance from idle. This starting amount is
higher than the amount of watts needed to continue to run the appliance once
it has been started.
Surge: A brief spike in a home’s electrical current that can cause damage to the
home and to any appliances that are plugged in at the time of the surge.
Transfer switch: A specialized circuit-breaker panel that is wired into a house’s
service panel. The transfer switch isolates circuits to be powered, while blocking
generated current from flowing into the grid outside the house.
Wattage: A measure of electrical power expressed in watts.
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